HISTORIC SAVANNAH FOUNDATION OFFICIALLY
CLOSES ON KIAH HOUSE, ASSUMES OWNERSHIP
SAVANNAH, GA – April 26, 2022 – On Monday, April 25, Historic Savannah Foundation took a
big step toward providing a happy ending for the Virginia Jackson Kiah House, which has been
vacant for 20 years as a contested probate process kept the building’s fate in limbo. HSF is now
proud to announce they’ve officially closed on the property and have assumed ownership.
The closing marked the culmination of a quiet but persistent two-year effort on HSF’s part to
save the deteriorating home of Kiah, a celebrated artist, educator, and activist who died in
December 2001. The nonprofit organization first secured a contract to purchase this
endangered landmark in July 2020, after a year of correspondence and negotiation with the
estate’s attorney. Over the past two years, HSF’s leadership has been in constant
communication with the legal team handling the probate process.
Virginia Jackson Kiah was an accomplished African-American artist who moved to Savannah
with her husband Calvin in the early 1950s. Segregation laws still in effect at that time prevented
Kiah from enjoying the museums she had longed since childhood to visit across the Southern
United States. And exhibiting her own work was certainly not an option.
Undeterred, she founded her own museum in 1959 inside her home at 505 W. 36th St. in
Savannah, where she welcomed all visitors and featured artwork by a variety of artists,
regardless of race. It became a popular community gathering place, drawing artists, politicians,
entertainers and, of course, the general public.
HSF has not yet determined the Kiah House’s new use, but their leadership hopes to develop a
plan that serves the community and honors Kiah’s memory.
“Historic Savannah Foundation is very happy to finally close on the Kiah House. For now, we
are relieved to have the property under HSF’s umbrella so that we can protect it in perpetuity,”
HSF President & CEO Sue Adler said.

For future announcements and plans regarding the Kiah House, please follow HSF on their
social media accounts – including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn – and visit the
website at myhsf.org.
Historic Savannah Foundation, a leading nonprofit preservation and cultural institution, saves
buildings, places, and stories that define Savannah’s past, present, and future. Following its
formation in 1955, the organization started a Revolving Fund to save endangered historic
properties, now totaling nearly 410 buildings throughout several of Savannah’s historic districts.
HSF continues to build capacity within its operations, secure new financial resources, improve
its image and visibility, and increase public policy efforts to protect Savannah’s historic districts.
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